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the this year is a fast build that you'll start to see.8.1 4:30:12 a.m. in the trigger the, to the, it may the, a 3, - it's, - we're, and--racing. - - >> no that's why it's called for a month of dirt, there is the and it's all a joke. you are in a pretty good time and obviously you're still doing a lot of you've got five a day, so that's obviously a huge part of. >>
there's no way to get around that. >> you're up the and you're right now i've got probably five. >> there's no way to get around that. i can tell you i'm on number two. >> on this team we're all about results. >> it's not always about i do it for the sake of, like i'm not going to do this because i want to do it. it's usually it's because of numbers. >> one
of the major differences in the characters, is in a way in a way in a way it's different than the previous games in the sense that you can be in the game now and you can go and a legit achievement and that's just a matter of time to do and you have a goal to do that. it's cool. >> i feel like the object of the game is to finish the campaign, but this is
the game i would play before the campaign. >> i'm trying to get to 3 million. i'm getting a little bit too old to get up at 3:00 in the morning, so i might have to get this run in. >> being a 20-something guy, i'm excited to see what you guys can do. >> it's actually the 30. -- it's 20-year-old guys we need to beat. >> here we go! >> the cowboy in a

man's world. >> one thing i can tell you about this. -- [ male announcer ] the real men in the world choose more than one brand of toilet paper. -- [ male announcer ] right here. ® ® ® thanks for watching. 8:26 am [ female announcer ] oh, why are you playing with those minnows. [ male announcer ] humans are designed for strength, height, and
speed. but don't get it wrong, everyone wins with these.... ♪ or... ♪ but when we use these you can see the size of our hands.
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